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On restritions of balaned 2-interval graphsPhilippe GambetteLIAFA, UMR CNRS 7089, Université Paris 7, FraneDépartement Informatique, ENS Cahan, Franegambette�liafa.jussieu.frStéphane VialetteLRI, UMR CNRS 8623, Université Paris-Sud 11, Franevialette�lri.frAbstratThe lass of 2-interval graphs has been introdued for modelling sheduling and alloationproblems, and more reently for spei� bioinformati problems. Some of those appliationsimply restritions on the 2-interval graphs, and justify the introdution of a hierarhy ofsublasses of 2-interval graphs that generalize line graphs: balaned 2-interval graphs, unit2-interval graphs, and (x,x)-interval graphs. We provide instanes that show that all theinlusions are strit. We extend the NP-ompleteness proof of reognizing 2-interval graphsto the reognition of balaned 2-interval graphs. Finally we give hints on the omplexityof unit 2-interval graphs reognition, by studying relationships with other graph lasses:proper irular-ar, quasi-line graphs, K1;5-free graphs, . . .Keywords: 2-interval graphs, graph lasses, line graphs, quasi-line graphs, law-freegraphs, irular interval graphs, proper irular-ar graphs, bioinformatis, sheduling.1 2-interval graphs and restritionsThe interval number of a graph, and the lasses of k-interval graphs have been introdued as ageneralization of the lass of interval graphs by MGuigan [MG77℄ in the ontext of shedulingand alloation problems. Reently, bioinformatis problems have renewed interest in the lassof 2-interval graphs (eah vertex is assoiated to a pair of disjoint intervals and edges denoteintersetion between two suh pairs). Indeed, a pair of intervals an model two assoiatedtasks in sheduling [BYHN+06℄, but also two similar segments of DNA in the ontext of DNAomparison [JMT92℄, or two omplementary segments of RNA for RNA seondary struturepredition and omparison [Via04℄.(a) (b) ()Figure 1: Helies in a RNA seondary struture (a) an be modeled as a set of balaned 2-intervals among all 2-intervals orresponding to omplementary and inverted pairs of lettersequenes (b), or as an independent subset in the balaned assoiated 2-interval graph ().1



RNA (ribonulei aid) are polymers of nuleotides linked in a hain through phosphodiesterbonds. Unlike DNA, RNAs are usually single stranded, but many RNA moleules have seondarystruture in whih intramoleular loops are formed by omplementary base pairing. RNA se-ondary struture is generally divided into helies (ontiguous base pairs), and various kinds ofloops (unpaired nuleotides surrounded by helies). The strutural stability and funtion ofnon-oding RNA (nRNA) genes are largely determined by the formation of stable seondarystrutures through omplementary bases, and hene nRNA genes aross di�erent speies aremost similar in the pattern of nuleotide omplementarity rather than in the genomi sequene.This motivates the use of 2-intervals for modelling RNA seondary strutures: eah helix ofthe struture is modeled by a 2-interval. Moreover, the fat that these 2-intervals are usuallyrequired to be disjoint in the struture naturally suggests the use of 2-interval graphs. Fur-thermore, aiming at better modelling RNA seondary strutures, it was suggested in [CHLV05℄to fous on balaned 2-interval sets (eah 2-interval is omposed of two equal length intervals)and their assoiated intersetion graphs referred as balaned 2-interval graphs. Indeed, heliesin RNA seondary strutures are most of the time omposed of equal length ontiguous basepairs parts. To the best of our knowledge, nothing is known on the lass of balaned 2-intervalgraphs.Sharper restritions have also been introdued in sheduling, where it is possible to on-sider tasks whih all have the same duration, that is 2-interval whose intervals have the samelength [BYHN+06, Kar05℄. This motivates the study of the lasses of unit 2-interval graphs,and (x; x)-interval graphs. In this paper, we onsider these sublasses of interval graphs, and inpartiular we address the problem of reognizing them.A graph G = (V;E) of order n is a 2-interval graph if it is the intersetion graph of a set ofn unions of two disjoint intervals on the real line, that is eah vertex orresponds to a union oftwo disjoint intervals Ik = Ikl [ Ikr , k 2 J1; nK (l for � left� and r for �right�), and there is an edgebetween Ij and Ik i� Ij \ Ik 6= ;. Note that for the sake of simpliity we use the same letter todenote a vertex and its orresponding 2-interval. A set of 2-intervals orresponding to a graphG is alled a realization of G. The set of all intervals, Snk=1fIkl ; Ikr g, is alled the ground set ofG (or the ground set of fI1; : : : ; Ing).The lass of 2-interval graphs is a generalization of interval graphs, and also ontains allirular-ar graphs (intersetion graphs of ars of a irle), outerplanar graphs (have a planarembedding with all verties around one of the faes [KW99℄), ubi graphs (maximum degree3 [GW80℄), and line graphs (intersetion graphs of edges of a graph).Unfortunately, most lassial graph ombinatorial problems turn out to be NP-ompletefor 2-interval graphs: reognition [WS84℄, maximum independent set [BNR96, Via01℄, ol-oration [Via01℄, . . . Surprisingly enough, the omplexity of the maximum lique problem for2-interval graphs is still open (although it has been reently proven to be NP-omplete for3-interval graphs [BHLR07℄).For pratial appliation, restrited 2-interval graphs are needed. A 2-interval graph is saidto be balaned if it has a 2-interval realization in whih eah 2-interval is omposed of twointervals of the same length [CHLV05℄, unit if it has a 2-interval realization in whih all intervalsof the ground set have length 1 [BFV04℄, and is alled a (x; x)-interval graph if it has a 2-intervalrealization in whih all intervals of the ground set are open, have integer endpoints, and lengthx [BYHN+06, Kar05℄. In the following setions, we will study those restritions of 2-intervalgraphs, and their position in the hierarhy of graph lasses illustrated in Figure 2.Note that all (x; x)-interval graphs are unit 2-interval graphs, and that all unit 2-intervalgraphs are balaned 2-interval graphs. We an also notie that (1; 1)-interval graphs are exatlyline graphs: eah interval of length 1 of the ground set an be onsidered as the vertex of aroot graph and eah 2-interval as an edge in the root graph. This implies for example that the2



Figure 2: Graph lasses related to 2-interval graphs and its restritions. A lass pointing towardsanother stritly ontains it, and the dashed lines mean that there is no inlusion relationship be-tween the two. Dark lasses orrespond to lasses not yet present in the ISGCI Database [BLS+℄.oloration problem is also NP-omplete for (2; 2)-interval graphs and wider lasses of graphs. Itis also known that the omplexity of the maximum independent set problem is NP-omplete on(2; 2)-interval graphs [BNR96℄. Reognition of (1; 2)-union graphs, a related lass (restrition ofmultitrak interval graphs), was also reently proven NP-omplete [HK06℄.2 Useful gadgets for 2-interval graphs and restritionsFor proving hardness of reognizing 2-interval graphs, West and Shmoys onsidered in [WS84℄the omplete bipartite graph K5;3 as a useful 2-interval gadget. Indeed, all realizations of thisgraph are ontiguous, that is, for any realization, the union of all intervals in its ground set is aninterval. Thus, by putting edges between some verties of a K5;3 and another vertex v, we anfore one interval of the 2-interval v (or just one extremity of this interval) to be bloked insidethe realization of K5;3. It is not di�ult to see that K5;3 has a balaned 2-interval realization,for example the one in Figure 3.(a) (b) ()Figure 3: The omplete bipartite graph K5;3 (a,b) has a balaned 2-interval realization ():verties of S5 are assoiated to balaned 2-intervals of length 7, and verties of S3 are assoiatedto balaned 2-intervals of length 11. Any realization of this graph is ontiguous, i.e., the unionof all 2-intervals is an interval. 3



However,K5;3 is not a unit 2-interval graph. Indeed, eah 2-interval I = Il[Ir orrespondingto a degree 5 vertex interset 5 disjoint 2-intervals, and hene one of Il or Ir interset at least 3intervals, whih is impossible for unit intervals. Therefore, we introdue the new gadget K4;4�ewhih is a (2; 2)-interval graph with only ontiguous realizations.(a) (b) ()Figure 4: The graph K4;4 � e (a), a nier representation (b), and a 2-interval realization withopen intervals of length 2 ().Property 1. Any 2-interval realization of K4;4 � e is ontiguous.Proof. Write G = (V;E) the graph K4;4� e. To study all possible realizations of G, let us studyall possible realizations of G[V � I8℄.As 2-intervals I1, I2, I3 and I4 are disjoints, their ground set I�xed = f[li; ri℄; 1 � i � 8;ri < li+1g is a set of eight disjoint intervals. The ground set Imobile of I5, I6 and I7 is a set ofsix disjoint intervals. Let xi be the number of intervals of Imobile interseting i � 8 intervals ofI�xed. We have diretly:x0 + x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 = jImobilej = 6: (1)As there are 12 edges in G[V nfv8g℄ whih is bipartite, we also have:x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x4 + 5x5 + 6x6 + 7x7 + 8x8 � 12: (2)Finally, to build a realization of G from a realization of G[V nfv8g℄ , one must plae I8 so asto interset three disjoint intervals of I�xed. Thus one of the intervals of I8 intersets at leasttwo intervals ℄lk; rk[ and ℄ll; rl[ (k < l) of I�xed. So there is �a hole between those two intervals�,for example [rk; lk+1℄, whih is inluded in one of the intervals of I8. So we notie that I8 hasto �ll one of the seven holes of I�xed. Thus, the intervals of Imobile an not �ll more than sixholes, and the observation that an interval interseting i onseutive intervals (for i � 1) �llsi� 1 holes, we get: x2 + 2x3 + 3x4 + 4x5 + 5x6 + 6x7 + 7x8 � 6: (3)Equations 1, 2 and 3 are neessary for any valid realization of G[V nfv8g℄ whih gives a validrealization of G.Let's suppose by ontradition that the union of all intervals of the ground set of G isnot an interval. Then there is a hole, that is an interval inluded in the overing interval offI1; : : : ; I8g, whih interset no I i. We proeed like for equation 3, with the onstraint thatanother hole annot be �lled by the intervals of Imobile, so we get instead:x2 + 2x3 + 3x4 + 4x5 + 5x6 + 6x7 + 7x8 � 5: (4)By adding 1 and 4, and subtrating 2, we get x0 � �1 : impossible! So we have proved thatthe union of all intervals of the ground set of any realization of G is indeed an interval.4



3 Balaned 2-interval graphsWe show in this setion that the lass of balaned 2-interval graphs is stritly inluded in thelass of 2-interval graphs, and stritly ontains irular-ar graphs. Moreover, we prove thatreognizing balaned 2-interval graphs is as hard as reognizing (general) 2-interval graphs.Property 2. The lass of balaned 2-interval graphs is stritly inluded in the lass of 2-intervalgraphs.Proof. We build a 2-interval graph that has no balaned 2-interval realization. Let's onsidera hain of gadgets K5;3 (introdued in previous setion) to whih we add three verties I1, I2,and I3 as illustrated in Figure 5. (a)(b)Figure 5: An example of unbalaned 2-interval graph (a) : any realization groups intervals ofthe seven K5;3 in a blok, and the hain of seven bloks reates six �holes� between them, whihmake it impossible to balane the lengths of the three 2-intervals I1, I2, and I3.In any realization, the presene of holes showed by rosses in the Figure gives the followinginequalities for any realization: l(Il2) < l(Il1), l(Il3) < l(Ir2), and l(Ir1) < l(Ir3) (or if therealization of the hain of K5;3 appears in the symmetrial order: l(Il1) < l(Il3), l(Ir3) < l(Il2),and l(Ir2) < l(Ir1)). If this realization was balaned, then we would have l(Il1) = l(Ir1) <l(Ir3) = l(Il3) < l(Ir2) = l(Il2) (or for the symmetrial ase: l(Ir1) = l(Il1) < l(Il3) = l(Ir3) <l(Il2) = l(Ir2)) : impossible! So this graph has no balaned 2-interval realization although ithas a 2-interval generalization.Theorem 1. Reognizing balaned 2-interval graphs is an NP-omplete problem.Proof. We just adapt the proof of West and Shmoys [WS84, GW95℄. The problem of determiningif there is a Hamiltonian yle in a 3-regular triangle-free graph is proven NP-omplete, byredution from the more general problem without the no triangle restrition. So we redue theproblem of Hamiltonian yle in a 3-regular triangle-free graph to balaned 2-interval reognition.Let G = (V;E) be a 3-regular triangle-free graph. We build a graph G0 whih has a 2-interval realization (a speial one, very spei�, alled H-representation and whih we prove tobe balaned) i� G has a Hamiltonian yle.The onstrution of G0, illustrated in Figure 6(a) is almost idential to the one by Westand Shmoys, so we just prove that G0 has a balaned realization, shown in Figure 6 (b), byomputing lengths for eah interval to ensure it. All K5;3 have a balaned realization as shown5



Figure 6: There is a balaned 2-interval of G0 (whih has been dilated in the drawing to remainreadable) i� there is an H-representation (that is a realization where the left intervals of all2-intervals are grouped together in a ontiguous blok) for its indued subgraph G i� there is aHamiltonian yle in G.in setion 1 of total length 79, in partiular H3. We an thus a�et length 83 to the intervals ofv0. The intervals of the other vi an have length 3, and their M(vi) length 79, so through theomputation illustrated in Figure 6, intervals of z an have length 80 + 82 + 2(n� 1) + 3, thatis 163 + 2n. We dilate H1 until a hole between two onseutive intervals of its S3 an ontainan interval of z, that is until the hole has length 165+ 2n : so after this dilating, H1 has length79(165 + 2n). Finally if G has a Hamiltonian yle, then we have found a balaned 2-intervalrealization of G of total length 13; 273+ 241n.It is known that irular-ar graphs are 2-interval graphs, they are also balaned 2-interval.Property 3. The lass of irular-ar graphs is stritly inluded in the lass of balaned 2-interval graphs.Proof. The transformation is simple: if we have a irular-ar representation of a graph G =(V;E), then we hoose some point P of the irle. We partition V in V1[V2, where P intersetsall the ars orresponding to verties of V1 and none of the ars of the verties of V2. Thenwe ut the irle at point P to map it to a line segment: every ar of V2 beomes an interval,and every ar of V1 beomes a 2-interval. To obtain a balaned realization we just ut in halfthe intervals of V2 to obtain two intervals of equal length for eah. And for eah 2-interval[g(Il); d(Il)℄ [ [g(Ir); d(Ir)℄ of V1, as both intervals are loated on one of the extremities of therealization, we an inrease the length of the shortest so that it reahes the length of the longestwithout hanging intersetions with the other intervals. The inlusion is strit beause K2;3 is abalaned 2-interval graph (as a subgraph of K5;3 for example) but is not a irular-ar graph (wean �nd two C4 in K2;3, and only one an be realized with a irular-ar representation).4 Unit 2-interval and (x,x)-interval graphsProperty 4. Let x 2 N; x � 2. The lass of (x; x)-interval graphs is stritly inluded in thelass of (x+ 1; x+ 1)-interval graphs. 6



Proof. We �rst prove that an interval graph with a representation where all intervals have lengthk (and integer open bounds) has a representation where all intervals have length k + 1.We use the following algorithm. Let S be initialized as the set of all intervals of length k,and let T be initially the empty set. As long as S is not empty, let I = [a; b℄ be the left-mostinterval of S, remove from S eah interval [�; �℄ suh that � < b (inluding I), add [�; � + 1℄to T , and translate by +1 all the remaining intervals in S. When S is empty, the intersetiongraph of T , where all intervals have length k + 1 is the same as the intersetion graph for theoriginal S.We also build for eah x � 2 a (x + 1; x + 1)-interval graph whih is not a (x; x)-intervalgraph. We onsider the bipartite graphK2x and a perfet mathing f(vi; v0i); i 2 J1; xKg. We allK0x the graph obtained from K2x with the following transformations, illustrated in Figure 7(a):remove edges (vi; v0i) of the perfet mathing, add four graphsK4;4�e alled X1, X2, X3, X4 (foreah Xi, we all vil and vir the verties of degree 3), link v2r and v3l , link all vi to v1r and v4l , linkall v0i to v2l and v3r , and �nally add a vertex a (resp. b) linked to all vi, v0i, and to two adjaentverties of X1 (resp. X4) of degree 4. We illustrate in Figure 7(b) that K0x has a realizationwith intervals of length x+ 1. We an prove by indution on x that K0x has no realization withintervals of length x: it is rather tehnial, so we just give the idea. Any realization of K0x foresthe blok X2 to share an extremity with the blok X3, so eah 2-interval v0i has one intervalinterseting the other extremity of X2, and the other interseting the other extremity of X3.Then onstraints on the position of verties vi fore their intervals to appear as two �stairways�as shown in Figure 7(b). So v1r must ontain x extremities of intervals whih have to be di�erent,so it must have length x+ 1. (a)
(b)Figure 7: The graph K04 (a) is (5,5)-interval but not (4,4)-interval.The omplexity of reognizing unit 2-interval graphs and (x; x)-interval graphs remains open,however the following shows a relationship between those omplexities.Lemma 1. funit 2-interval graphsg = Sx2N�f(x; x)-interval graphsg.7



Proof. The � part is trivial. To prove �, let G = (V;E) be a unit 2-interval graph. Then it hasa realization with jV j = n 2-intervals, that is 2n intervals of the ground set. So we onsider theinterval graph of the ground set, whih is a unit interval graph. There is a linear time algorithmbased on breadth-�rst searh to ompute a realization of suh a graph where interval endpointsare rational, with denominator 2n [CKN+95℄. So by dilating by a fator 2n suh a realization,we obtain a realization of G where intervals of the ground set have length 2n.Theorem 2. If reognizing (x; x)-interval graphs is polynomial for any integer x then reognizingunit 2-interval graphs is polynomial.5 Investigating the omplexity of unit 2-interval graphsIn this setion we show that all proper irular-ar graphs (irular-ar graphs suh that no aris inluded in another in the representation) are unit 2-interval graphs, and we study a lass ofgraphs whih generalizes quasi-line graphs and ontains unit 2-interval graphs.Reall that, aording to Property 3, irular-ar graphs are balaned 2-interval graphs.However, irular-ar graphs are not neessarily unit 2-interval graphs.Property 5. The lass of proper irular-ar graphs is stritly inluded in the lass of unit2-interval graphs.Proof. As in the proof of Property 3, we hoose a point P on the irle of the representation ofa proper irular-ar graph G, and maps the ut irle into a line segment. We extend the outerextremities of intervals that have been ut so that no interval ontains another. Thus we obtaina set of 2-intervals for ars ontaining P , and a set I of intervals for ars not ontaining P . Foreah interval of I , we add a new interval disjoint of any other to get a 2-interval. If we onsiderthe intersetion graph of the ground set of suh a representation, it is a proper interval graph.So it is also a unit interval graph [Rob69℄, whih provides a unit 2-interval representation of G.To omplete the proof, we notie that the domino (two yles C4 having an edge in ommon)is a unit 2-interval graph but not a irular-ar graph.Quasi-line graphs are those graphs whose verties are bisimpliial, i.e., the losed neighbor-hood of eah vertex is the union of two liques. This graph lass has been introdued as a gener-alization of line graphs and a useful sublass of law-free graphs [Ben81, FFR97, CS05, KR07℄.Following the example of quasi-line graphs that generalize line graphs, we introdue here a newlass of graphs for generalizing unit 2-interval graphs. Let k 2 N�. A graph G = (V;E) isall-k-simpliial if the neighborhood of eah vertex v 2 V an be partitioned into at most kliques. The lass of quasi-line graphs is thus exatly the lass of all-2-simpliial graphs. Notiethat this de�nition is equivalent to the following: in the omplement graph of G, for eah vertexu, the verties that are not in the neighborhood of u are k-olorable.Property 6. The lass of unit 2-interval graphs is stritly inluded in the lass of all-4-simpliialgraphs.Proof. The inlusion is trivial. What is left is to show that the inlusion is strit. Consider thefollowing graph whih is all-4-simpliial but not unit 2-interval: start with the yle C4, allits verties vi, i 2 J1; 4K, add four K4;4 � e gadgets alled Xi, and for eah i we onnet thevertex vi to two onneted verties of degree 4 in Xi. This graph is ertainly all-4-simpliial.But if we try to build a 2-interval realization of this graph, then eah of the 2-intervals vk hasan interval trapped into the blok Xk. So eah 2-interval vk has only one interval to realizethe intersetions with the other vi: this is impossible as we have to realize a C4 whih has nointerval representation. 8



Property 7. The lass of law-free graphs is not inluded in the lass of all-4-simpliial graphs.Proof. The Kneser Graph KG(7; 2) is triangle-free, but not 4-olorable [Lov78℄. We onsiderthe graph obtained by adding an isolated vertex v and then taking the omplement graph,i.e., KG(7; 2)℄ fvg. It is law-free as KG(7; 2) is triangle-free. And if it was all-4-simpliial,then the neighborhood of v in KG(7; 2)℄ fvg, that is KG(7; 2), would be a union of at mostfour liques, so KG(7; 2) would be 4-olorable: impossible so this graph is law-free but notall-4-simpliial.Property 8. The lass of all-k-simpliial graphs is stritly inluded in the lass of K1;k+1-freegraphs.Proof. If a graph G ontains K1;k+1, then it has a vertex with k + 1 independent neighbors,and hene G is not all-k-simpliial. The wheel W2k+1 is a simple example of a graph whih isK1;k+1-free but in whih the enter an not have its neighborhood (a C2k+1) partitioned into kliques or less.Unfortunately, all-k-simpliial graphs do not have a nie struture whih ould help unit2-interval graph reognition.Theorem 3. Reognizing all-k-simpliial graphs is NP-omplete for k � 3.Proof. We redue from the Graph k-olorability problem, whih is known to be NP-omplete for k � 3 [Kar72℄. Let G = (V;E) be a graph, and let G0 be the omplement graph ofG to whih we add a universal vertex v. We laim that G is k-olorable i� G0 is all-k-simpliial.If G is k-olorable, then the non-neighborhood of any vertex in G is k-olorable, so theneighborhood of any vertex in G is a union of at most k liques. And the neighborhood of v isalso a union of at most k liques, so G0 is all-k-simpliial.Conversely, if G0 is all-k-simpliial, then in partiular the neighborhood of v is a union ofat most k liques. Let's partition it into k vertex-disjoint liques X1; : : : ; Xk. Then, oloring Gsuh that two verties have the same olor i� they are in the same Xi leads to a valid k-oloringof G.6 ConlusionMotivated by pratial appliations in sheduling and omputational biology, we foused in thispaper on balaned 2-interval graphs and unit 2-intervals graphs. Also, we introdued two naturalnew lasses: (x; x)-interval graphs and all-k-simpliial graphs.We mention here some diretions for future works. First, the omplexity of reognizing unit2-interval graphs and (x; x)-interval graphs remains open. Seond, the relationships betweenquasi-line graphs and sublasses of balaned 2-intervals graphs still have to be investigated.Last, sine most problems remains NP-hard for balaned 2-interval graphs, there is thus a naturalinterest in investigating the omplexity and approximation of lassial optimization problems onunit 2-interval graphs and (x; x)-interval graphs.AknowledgmentsWe are grateful to Vinent Limouzy in partiular for bringing to our attention the lass ofquasi-line graphs, and Mihael Rao and Mihel Habib for useful disussions.9
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7 AppendixWe give the detailed proofs of Theorem 1 and Property 4.Proof of Theorem 1. Let G = (V;E) be a 3-regular triangle-free graph. We build a graph G0whih has a 2-interval realization (a speial one, very spei�, and whih we prove to be balaned)i� G has a Hamiltonian yle.First we will detail how we build G0 starting from the graph G, and adding some verties,in partiular K5;3 gadgets. The idea is that the edges of G will partition into a Hamiltonianyle and a perfet mathing i� all 2-intervals of the realization of G0 an have their left inter-val realizing the Hamiltonian yle, and their right interval realizing the perfet mathing. Arealization with suh a plaement of the intervals is alled an �H-representation� of G.We proeed as illustrated in Figure 6. We hoose some vertex of G that we all v0 (whih willbe the �origin� of the Hamiltonian yle), and the other are alled v1; : : : ; vn. For eah vertexvi of G we link it to a vertex of the S5 of a K5;3 alled M(vi) (whih will blok one of the fourextremities of the 2-interval vi). We link all verties to a new vertex z, whih is linked to noM(v) exept M(v0) (thus the interval of eah vi interseting M(vi), for i 6= 0, won't intersetz). We add three K5;3, H1, H2 and H3 : two verties of the S5 of H1 are linked to z, a third oneis linked to one vertex of the S5 of H2, one vertex of the S5 of H3 is linked to z, and all vertiesof H3 to v0.To explain this onstrution in detail, we study the realization of G0, if we suppose it is a(balaned) 2-interval graph, and we prove that it leads us to �nd a Hamiltonian yle in G.As the realization of H1 and H2 are two ontiguous bloks of intervals then one of theirextremities must interset. As z is linked to two disjoint verties of H1, both intervals of z areused to realize those intersetions. But one interval of z that we all zr, also has to intersetone vertex of H3 whih is not linked to H1, so zr intersets the seond extremity of the blokH1 (the �rst extremity being oupied by the extremity of H2). And as zr intersets only oneinterval of H3, it must be the extremity of H3. The other interval of z is ontained in the blokH1, thus an't interset M(v0) neither all the verties vi, so all those 2-intervals interset zr.And as none of them interset H3 exept v0, all of them exept v0 have an interval ontainedin zr, that we all vi;g. The other interval of eah vi is linked to a K5;3 so it has one extremityoupied by K5;3, and the other one is free.Conversely, if G has a Hamiltonian yle, then it is possible to �nd a H-representation,suh that all the onstraints indued by the edges of G0 are respeted, as illustrated with therealization in Figure 6. We have already proved that this realization an be balaned.Proof of Property 4. In the following, as we only onsidering the interval of vil or vir loated atone extremity of the blok Xi, and not the one inside, we will use vil and vir to denote thoseextremity intervals. For eah vertex vi, we all vi;l its left interval and vi;r its right interval. Wedo the same for v0i, and all l(I) the left extremity of any interval I .We prove by indution that the graph K0x is (x + 1; x+ 1)-interval but not (x; x)-interval,and that for any unit 2-interval realization, there exists an order � 2 Sx suh that :� either l(v�(x);l) < : : : < l(v�(1);l) < l(v0�(x);l) < : : : < l(v0�(1);l) and l(v0�(x);r) < : : : <l(v0�(1);r) < l(v�(x);r) < : : : < l(v�(1);r),� or the symmetri ase: l(v�(1);l) < : : : < l(v�(x);l) < l(v0�(1);l) < : : : < l(v0�(x);l) andl(v0�(1);r) < : : : < l(v0�(x);r) < l(v�(1);r) < : : : < l(v�(x);r).Those two equalities orrespond in fat to the �two stairways struture� whih appears in Fig-ure 7. 11



Base ase : we study all possible unit 2-interval realizations of K02 to prove that one of theexpeted inequalities is always true. We also prove that K02 has no (2,2)-interval realization.First reall that realizations of Xi subgraphs an only be bloks of ontiguous intervals. Theedge between v2r and v3l fores the two bloks of X2 and X3 to be ontiguous, with intervalsv2l and v3r at their extremities. Eah 2-interval v0i must interset both v2l and v3r , so one of itsintervals intersets v2l and the other intersets v3r . Thus, one same interval of v0i an not intersetboth a and b whih are disjoint, so a intersets one interval of v0i (say the one interseting v2l , theother ase being treated symmetrially) and b intersets the other one (so, the one intersetingv3r). Eah vi has to interset both a and b, so it has to interset a with its �rst interval andb with the seond. But 2-interval vi must also interset v1r and v4l whih are both disjoint anddisjoint to a and b. So one interval of eah vi must interset v1r and the other one must intersetv4l . So we have shown that any unit 2-interval realization of K02 has the following aspet (or thesymmetri) : the extremity of the blok X1 interseting all vi whih interset a (or b) whihintersets all v0i, whih interset the extremity X2 (or X3) whih intersets the extremity of X3(or X2), whih intersets all v0i, whih interset b (or a), whih intersets all vi, whih intersetthe extremity of X4.Now we suppose, by ontradition, that there exists a (2,2)-interval realization of K02. v1r isan interval of length 2, but one of its two parts of length one has to interset an element of X1.The other has to interset both v1 and v2. As neither v1 nor v2 an interset other intervals ofX1, then the �rst interval of v1 and v2 is the same interval. By proeeding the same way on X4and v4l , we obtain that the seond interval of v1 and v2 is the same interval, so v1 and v2 shouldorrespond to the same 2-interval: it ontradits with the fat that verties v1 and v2 have adi�erent neighborhood. So K02 has no (2,2)-interval realization.To obtain the expeted inequalities, we have to analyze the possible positions of all vi andv0i. We only treat the �rst two inequalities as the seond ase is symmetri.Suppose that l(v2;l) < l(v1;l). As v1 and v01 are non adjaent, then interval v1;l is stritly onthe left of v01;l, so v2;l is stritly on the left of v01;l. Thus those two intervals do not interset. Butv2 and v01 are adjaent, so v2 and v01 must have interseting right intervals. But then we havel(v02;r) < l(v01;r) < l(v2;r) < l(v1;r), and the right intervals of v02 and v1 an not interset. Wededue their left intervals interset, so l(v2;l) < l(v1;l) < l(v02;l) < l(v01;l).If we suppose that l(v1;l) < l(v2;l), we get as well that l(v01;r) < l(v02;r) < l(v1;r) < l(v2;r) andl(v1;l) < l(v2;l) < l(v01;l) < l(v02;l). So for any unit 2-interval realization of K02 there exists anorder � = 12 or � = 21 suh that:� either l(v�(2);l) < l(v�(1);l) < l(v0�(2);l) < l(v0�(1);l) and l(v0�(2);r) < l(v0�(1);r) < l(v�(2);r) <l(v�(1);r),� or the symmetri inequalities.Reursion: suppose that for some x, K0x�1 is not (x�1; x�1)-interval but is (x; x)-interval,and that any (x; x)-interval realization veri�es one of the expeted inequalities.Graph K0x�1 is an indue subgraph of K0x = (V;E) : K0x�1 = K0x[V n fvx; v0xg℄. So by theindution hypothesis, there exists an order � 2 Sx�1 suh that for any unit 2-interval realizationof K0x :� either l(v�(x�1);l) < : : : < l(v�(1);l) < l(v0�(x�1);l) < : : : < l(v0�(1);l) and l(v0�(x�1);r) < : : : <l(v0�(1);r) < l(v�(x�1);r) < : : : < l(v�(1);r), 12



� or the symmetri ase: l(v�(1);l) < : : : < l(v�(x�1);l) < l(v0�(1);l) < : : : < l(v0�(x�1);l) andl(v0�(1);r) < : : : < l(v0�(x�1);r) < l(v�(1);r) < : : : < l(v�(x�1);r).The position of vx and v0x remains to be determined. We treat only the ase where the �rsttwo inequalities are true, as the seond ase is symmetri.As vx and v1r are adjaent, and v0�(x�1) and v1r are not, then l(v1r) < l(vx;l) < l(v0�(x�1);l). Sowe de�ne j the following way: v�(j);l is the leftmost interval suh that l(vx;l) � l(v�(j);l). if thereis none, we say j = 0. Then we all �0 2 Sx the permutation de�ned by:8<: �0(i) = �(i) if i < j;�0(j + 1) = x;�0(i) = �(i� 1) if i > j:Then we diretly get inequalities:� l(v1r) < l(v�0(x);l) < : : : < l(v�0(j+1);l) � l(vx;l) < l(v�0(j�1);l) < : : : < l(v�0(1);l) <l(v0�0(x);l) < : : : < l(v0�0(j+1);l) < l(v0�0(j�1);l) < : : : < l(v0�0(1);l)� l(v0�0(x);r) < : : : < l(v0�0(j+1);r) < l(v0�0(j�1);r) < : : : < l(v0�0(1);r) < l(v�0(x);r) < : : : <l(v�0(j+1);r) < l(v�0(j�1);r) < : : : < l(v�0(1);r)We obtain the expeted inequalities by reasoning the same way as in the end of the basease.So in partiular we have l(v�(x);l) < : : : < l(v�(1);l) and v1r must interset all those vi fori 2 J1; xK, but also an interval of X1 whih intersets none of the vi. So it must have lengthx+ 1, thus K0x is not a (x; x)-interval graphConlusion: As the base ase and the reursion has been proved, expeted properties ofthe graph K0x are true for any x � 2.
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